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Abstract. Motivated attackers cannot always be blocked or deterred.
In the physical-world security context, examples include suicide bombers
and sexual predators. In computer networks, zero-day exploits unpredictably threaten the information economy and end users. In this paper,
we study the conflicting incentives of individuals to act in the light of
such threats.
More specifically, in the weakest target game an attacker will always
be able to compromise the agent (or agents) with the lowest protection
level, but will leave all others unscathed. We find the game to exhibit a
number of complex phenomena. It does not admit pure Nash equilibria,
and when players are heterogeneous in some cases the game does not
even admit mixed-strategy equilibria.
Most outcomes from the weakest-target game are far from ideal. In fact,
payoffs for most players in any Nash equilibrium are far worse than in
the game’s social optimum. However, under the rule of a social planner,
average security investments are extremely low. The game thus leads to
a conflict between pure economic interests, and common social norms
that imply that higher levels of security are always desirable.
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1 Introduction
Motivated by observations about widespread and frequent security failures, Hal
Varian started a conversation on the role of public goods dilemmas in the reliability and security context [19]. We continued this investigation by analyzing
three canonical interdependency scenarios (i.e., weakest-link, average effort and
best-shot) in the presence of two investment strategies [7]. Under the assumption of these particularly strong interdependencies, a failure to achieve a common
protection goal leads to a compromise of the entire network of agents. For ex?
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ample, in the weakest-link game the lack of protection effort by a single agent
will immediately be exploited by an attacker to harm all agents.2
However, such strong interdependency effects are not always present in practice or attackers will not be able to exploit them efficiently under all circumstances. Similarly, even with significant protection investments a highly motivated attacker can rarely be fully blocked and deterred.3 Rather, many situations
result in asymmetric security consequences, i.e., some agents have their security
violated while others remain unharmed.4 We considered this case by proposing
a novel strategic security interaction: the weakest-target game [7].5 Here, an attacker will always be able to compromise the agent (or agents) with the lowest
protection level, but will leave all others unscathed. Many financially motivated
attacks can be explained by considering the weakest target game. For example,
botnet herders need to compromise a large number of computing resources at
low cost to implement several of their small margin business concepts (e.g., spam
distribution [9]). For such purposes, miscreants frequently utilize relatively complex malware that supports a number of attack strategies [18]. A comprehensive
defense against such malware becomes increasingly cumbersome because of the
inclusion of zero-day exploits, the delivery via different channels (automated
scans, email, peer-to-peer networks, ...) and the targeting of different operating
systems.6
In this paper, we conduct an in-depth investigation of the weakest-target
game considering homogeneous and heterogeneous agents. We add to our previous work [7, 8] by deriving more general results and related proofs about
properties of the game. In particular, we provide a non-existence proof for pure
Nash equilibria, and exact conditions for mixed Nash equilibria for 2-player and
N -player games under different parameter conditions. We also discuss important
effects that result from the group dynamics inherent in the game.
The weakest target game is not anticipated to be a “bearer of good news” to
the security community because it further exacerbates the conflicting incentives
of defensive actors. On the one hand, agents, in their avoidance efforts to become
the weakest target, may want to engage in significant security investments. On
the other hand, the availability of a cheap mitigation alternative weakens the
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Variations can be considered with less strict contribution and associated failure
conditions. See, for example, the literature on better-shot and weaker-link games
[4].
See, for example, the recent successful attacks against Google, Visa/Mastercard, and
the US government.
In complementary work, we also discussed this observation and distinguished more
generally between tightly and loosely coupled networks [6].
We discussed a simplified version of this game initially in the context of network
economics [3].
Consider, for example, the Stuxnet worm that carried four zeroday exploits. Further, it initially infected targets via USB drives,
while
newer
information
suggested
that
Stuxnet
also
replicated
via
computer
networks.
See:
http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Security/
Sophisticated-Stuxnet-Worm-Uses-4-Microsoft-Zeroday-Bugs-629672/.
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incentives of all agents to invest in prevention. A similar effect occurs when the
population of agents includes at least one subject that has little of value to lose.
The result is a game with a particularly perverse set of incentives yielding very
ineffective defensive strategies.
In the remainder of this paper, we first conduct a brief discussion on relevant
concepts in classical game-theory and security economics. We then present the
mathematical model and analysis before offering concluding remarks.

2 Related Work
The strategic aspects apparent in the weakest-target game are complementary to
incentive structures analyzed in diverse games in the area of conflict studies. For
example, in the Game of Chicken, two agents are driving a car towards a cliff.
Both agents can agree to partake in a low-payoff safe choice by stopping early.
Alternatively, one of them might dare to deviate by jumping from the car late
causing an increase in her own reputation and a reduction of the other’s social
status. But if both players opt for the daring choice, the result is of disastrous
proportions: aiming for an edge, both agents fall off the cliff [16]. In this prominent example for an anti-coordination game, there are two pure Nash equilibria
with asymmetric appeal to the players. However, drivers can agree to disagree
by selecting a mixed Nash to moderate between the agents’ desires (e.g., [5]).
In the Prisoner’s Dilemma, rational agents fail to cooperate when facing the
enticement of individually beneficial defection from the socially desirable outcome [15]. Following these incentives, the players have to settle for a low-payoff
Nash equilibrium. The Prisoner’s Dilemma has been motivation for recent research work on interdependent security in which an agent can invest in protection
effort against attacks directly targeting her, but is helpless if an attack is unknowingly spread by her peers [11]. Interdependent security games are helpful to
better understand large group effects in the presence of misaligned or conflicting
incentives. For example, these games exhibit strong tipping effects that can shift
the economy of agents from full prevention efforts to passivity, and vice versa
[10]. (See also [12] for an analysis with a similar focus.)
Recent work on linear influence networks also introduce complexity in the
decision-making process. Linear influence networks allow for the fine-grained
modeling of asset and risk interdependencies (see [13] and [14]). These studies
offer an alternative approach to capturing diversity and heterogeneity of incentives for security decision-making. For further research considering the importance of network interdependencies, we also refer to a number of recent review
efforts in the area of security economics [1, 2, 17].

3 Model
Each of N ∈ N players is responsible for choosing security investments for a
single computer that is connected to other computers through a network. The
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network is subject to the risk of an external breach that occurs with exogenous
probability p ∈ (0, 1]. If the network is breached, the attacker finds the player
(or players) with the least amount of protection investment and obliterates her
(their) computer(s).7 All may not be lost though, as players may choose among
two types of security investments to mitigate against damages of a successful
breach. They may choose a protection investment, which benefits the public
network, and is exemplified by investments such as installing antivirus software
or firewalls; or they can choose a self-insurance investment, which benefits only
the contributing user and is exemplified by an investment such as maintaining
extensive private data backups [7]. A full protection investment costs bi ∈ R+
to player i, and a full self-insurance investment costs ci ∈ R+ . Players may
also choose a partial investment. The choice variables are thus a protection
investment level ei ∈ [0, 1] and a self-insurance investment level si ∈ [0, 1].
Player i begins the game with an initial endowment Mi ∈ R+ , and suffers a
maximum loss of Li ∈ R+ if a security breach occurs. The utility for player i as
a result of the investment choice (ei , si ) is given by
Ui (ei , si ) = Mi − pLi · 1ei ≤minj6=i ej · (1 − si ) − bei − csi ,

(1)

where 1ei ≤minj6=i ej = 1 if ei ≤ minj6=i ej and 0 otherwise.

4 Analysis
We begin by proving that the game does not admit a pure strategy Nash equilibrium. The result holds for any number of players, and assumes only that the
cost and risk parameters (pLi , ci , bi ) are all positive.
We next provide a complete characterization of mixed-strategy Nash equilibria in the weakest target game with two players. In brevity, we show that, when
either the parameters are symmetric, or when the maximum payoff of players
is determined by protection costs rather than self-insurance costs, then exists a
well-defined mixed strategy equilibrium. If parameters are not symmetric and
self-insurance costs for one player are low, we show that a mixed strategy equilibria does not exist.
Finally, we address the case of N players. We begin by exhibiting a mixed
strategy equilibrium in the homogeneous version. Then we derive a framework
for addressing the full heterogeneous version.
4.1 No Pure Strategies
Theorem 1. The weakest target game does not admit a pure strategy Nash equilibrium.
7

In previous work, we referred to this scenario as the weakest target game without
mitigation. A slightly different version (with mitigation) allows agents to invest in
full protection with the benefit of immunity from attacks [7].
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Proof. We will divide into three parts the set of configurations in which each
player plays a pure strategy. For each part we will then show that a strategy
configuration of the prescribed type fails to be a Nash equilibrium.
First suppose that the strategy configuration has ei = 0 for every i. In this
case, the utility of each player i is Mi − min{ci , pLi }. In such a configuration,
if any one player i were to play (ei , si ) = (, 0) with  < min{ci , pLi }, then she
would no longer be a weakest target, and her payoff would improve to Mi −  >
Mi − min{ci , pLi }. Thus, a strategy configuration of this type is not a Nash
equilibrium.
Next suppose that the strategy configuration has ei = x for every i, with
x > 0. In this case, every player is a weakest target, the utility of player i is
Mi −bi x−pLi . Player i could now improve her utility by playing (ei , si ) = (0, 0),
and reaping Mi − pLi > Mi − bi x − pLi . Thus, such a strategy configuration
cannot be a Nash equilibrium.
Finally, suppose the strategy configuration is such that some two players
i and j have different protection investment levels (say ei < ej ). In such a
configuration, player j is not the weakest target, and thus has a utility of M −
e +e
bj ej . If player j were to select a slightly lower investment level, say x = j 2 i ,
then the corresponding utility would become Mj − bj x > Mj − bj ej . Thus, a
configuration of this type cannot be a Nash equilibrium.
This exhausts all cases of pure strategies. We have shown that none of the
cases is a Nash equilibrium strategy. Thus, no pure strategy Nash equilibrium
can exist.
4.2 Mixed Strategies
Mixed strategy descriptions Best response pure strategies for agent i always
have one of the two forms: (ei , si ) = (0, 1) or (ei , si ) = (x, 0) for some x ∈
[0, 1]. So to describe a mixed strategy over this set of pure strategies, it suffices
to specify the probability of playing si = 1 given ei = 0, and a cumulative
distribution function Fi : R → [0, 1] defined such that Fi [x] is the probability
that ei < x.8
We will dispense with giving the first part of the equilibrium conditions
(involving self-insurance versus passivity in the case of no protection investment)
because that part of the strategy is trivial to determine9 and it does not affect
whether the strategy is part of an equilibrium.10 So, to describe a mixed strategy
for player i, it suffices to define a non-decreasing left-continuous function Fi :
R → [0, 1] satisfying Fi (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and Fi (x) = 1 for x > 1.
8
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The use of < in our definition of Fi differs from the standard treatment of cumulative
distributions, which uses ≤ instead. We adopt the former convention so that the
probabilities we care about are easy to describe in terms of Fi .
The structure of the game dictates that player i would self-insure in this instance if
and only if ci ≤ pLi
The choice between self-insuring and remaining passive poses no externalities.
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Mixed strategy equilibria for 2 players
Theorem 2. In a two-player weakest target game with parameter conditions satisfying min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } = min{b2b,c22 ,pL2 } , the following mixed strategy is a Nash
equilibrium. 

for x ≤ 0

0
i
min{c2 ,pL2 }
min{b2 ,c2 ,pL2 }
b2 x
for
x
∈
0,
F1 (x) = pL2 + 1 −
pL2
b2


1
for x > min{b2b,c22 ,pL2 }


for x ≤ 0

0
i
F2 (x) =

b1 x

pL1


1

+1−

min{c1 ,pL1 }
pL1

for x ∈ 0, min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 }

for x >

min{b1 ,c1 ,pL1 }
b1

Proof. See Appendix 6.1
Theorem 3. In a two-player weakest target game with parameter conditions satisfying min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } < min{b2b,c22 ,pL2 } and pL1 ≤ c1 , the following mixed strategy
is a Nash equilibrium.


for x ≤ 0

0
i
F1 (x) =

F2 (x) =

b2 x

pL2


1



0
b1 x
 pL1


1

+1−

1
for x ∈ 0, pL
b1

b2 L1
b1 L2

for x >
for x ≤ 0

1
for x ∈ 0, pL
b1

for x >

pL1
b1

i

pL1
b1

Proof. See Appendix 6.2
Theorem 4. In the remaining parameter condition, min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } < min{b2b,c22 ,pL2 }
and c1 < pL1 , there does not exist a mixed-strategy Nash equilibrium.
Proof. See Appendix 6.3
Mixed strategy equilibria for N players First we consider what happens
in a game where the parameters are homogeneous – that is, ci = c, bi = b, and
Li = L. This scenario was addressed for a limited parameter range in [7].
Theorem 5. In the case of homogeneous parameters, a Nash equilibrium occurs
when each player
plays the following mixed strategy.


0
for x ≤ 0


q

i
N −1 min{c,pL}−bx
Fi (x) = 1 −
for x ∈ 0, min{b,c,pL}
pL
b


1
for x > min{b,c,pL}
b

Proof. See appendix 6.4
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With fully heterogeneous parameters, the analysis becomes significantly more
complex. We derive a basic framework for a mixed equilibrium strategy involving N heterogeneous agents, but omit the exact specification of the necessary
conditions for space reasons and will include them in the extended version.
Theorem 6. The following mixed strategy describes an equilibrium in which
each player j receives an expected utility of Mj − min{cj , pLj } for a continuous
min{bj ,cj ,pLj }
for j > 1).
range of plays. (Assume WLOG that min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } ≤
bj

0




Fi (x) = 1 −




1

r

N −1

min{cj ,pLj }−bj x
j=1
pLj

QN

min{ci ,pLi }−bi x
pLi

for x ≤ 0
i

for x ∈ 0, min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 }
for x >

min{b1 ,c1 ,pL1 }
b1

Proof. See Appendix 6.5
4.3 Social Optimum: The sacrificial lamb
In the weakest target game, the least protected players always bear the brunt
of the attack. The socially desirable outcome then ensures a minimization of
the aggregate loss for all players. Typically, a planner will elect a specific agent,
i.e., the sacrificial lamb, to invest in the smallest possible security effort to attract the attacker. If self-insurance is less costly than the loss from a security
compromise, then the planner will invest in mitigation for the designated agent.
Under heterogeneity assumptions, the social planner must undertake this comparison across all agents, i.e., she typically needs to identify the two agents who
have the least to lose, cmin = min{ci }, and the lowest cost self-insurance option,
pLmin = min{pLj }, respectively.11 She will then select the agent with the lower
of the two values. All other agents will merely invest in a token security effort,
, to escape the attack.
With this strategy configuration, the total cost for all players is approximately min{cmin , pLmin } + . This is the best strategy possible up to a factor
of epsilon.

5 Discussion
In the absence of the mediating presence of a social planner, agents are struggling
to find a cheap way to ameliorate the threat from the attacker and the behavior
of the agents can become quite complex. In the following, we illustrate two main
behavioral trends related to the mixed strategy play identified in the analysis
section.
First, when for all agents the cost of protection is lower than the cost of selfinsurance, bi < ci , and preventive efforts are considered worthwhile, bi < pLi ,
11

It is, of course, possible that a single agent acts in both roles, i = j.
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then agents’ behavior can be described as a “race against the wall,” i.e, they
try to avoid a security compromise by selecting a very high protection effort.
But according to the rules of the game an escape from the attacker’s wrath is
not possible and agents understand that collusion on the highest protection level
would only benefit the attacker and would be wasteful from a cost perspective.
Therefore, all agents probabilistically lower their security efforts to a certain
degree with smaller probabilities assigned to lower protection levels. That is,
agents engage in an implicit and tacit process of risk sharing. Theorem 2, when
bi < min{ci , pLi }, is an example for this type of behavior.
Second, a more nuanced behavior can be observed when the population includes at least one player with a low self-insurance cost, ci < bi and ci < pLi , or
a low potential loss, pLi < bi . We term this agent an implicit leader in the game.
It is easy to see that she would not invest more than a certain threshold amount,
emax = min{cbii,pLi } , in protection efforts. And other players can infer that they


will lose at most bj · min{cbii,pLi } +  by investing a small amount more than
emax in preventive efforts. However, to achieve an equilibrium outcome close to
this scenario the other players need to motivate the leader to invest in emax ,
otherwise, the game play would unravel. That is, they need to ensure that for
a whole range of parameters, the leader has an incentive to invest in protection efforts. In order to achieve this goal they need to “support the leader and
share the burden” by engaging in probabilistic protection efforts below emax . An
example for this scenario is put forward in Theorem 3.
Adding more players and more heterogeneous preferences to the game play
increases the complexity of the outcome. For example, if an agent is endowed
with a extremely low cost of self-insurance it is very difficult to persuade her
to act as a leader. In future work we will more thoroughly cover the nuances in
the N -player version of the game, and illustrate the important behaviors with
graphical representations. In the future, we also plan to engage in experimental
validations of the predicted outcomes.

6 Conclusion
The weakest target game is interesting and well-motivated, but difficult to analyze. It does not admit pure Nash equilibria, and when players are heterogeneous
in some cases the game does not even admit mixed-strategy equilibria. When
mixed strategy equilibria do occur they are dominated by phenomena which we
identified in the discussion section.
Most outcomes are far from ideal. In fact, payoffs for most players in any
Nash equilibrium are far worse than in the game’s social optimum. However,
under the social planner rule average security investments are extremely low.
This leads to a conflict between budgetary interests and a desire for increased
security readiness.
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Appendix
6.1 Proof of Theorem 2
Proof. First note that under the specified parameter conditions, each Fi is a
left-continuous increasing function on R, that Fi (x) = 0 for x ≤ 0 and that
Fi (x) = 1 for x ≥ 1. Thus Fi describes a valid mixed strategy for player i.
To show that the mixed-strategy configuration is a Nash equilibrium, we will
consider two parameter sub-cases separately.
Case 1: bi ≤ min{ci , pLi } for i = 1, 2
In this case, we have min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } = 1. So the mixed strategies simplify to:


for x ≤ 0
0
min{c2 ,pL2 }
b2 x
F1 (x) = pL
+
1
−
for
x ∈ (0, 1]
pL2

 2
1
for x > 1


for x ≤ 0
0
min{c1 ,pL1 }
b1 x
F2 (x) = pL
+
1
−
for
x ∈ (0, 1]
pL1

 1
1
for x > 1
As the strategies are now symmetric it suffices to assume that player 1 is
playing F1 and show that player 2’s response strategy is optimal. So assume
player 1 is playing F1 .
– If player 2 plays e2 = 0, her resulting payoff will be M2 − min{c2 , pL2 }.
– If player 2 plays e2 = x ∈ (0, 1],her resulting payoff
 will be M2 − b2 x −

b2 x
2 ,pL2 }
pL2 (1−F1 (x)) = M2 −b2 x−pL2 min{c
− pL
= M2 −min{c2 , pL2 }
pL2
2
We see that player 2 receives the same payoff regardless of her choice of
strategies. Thus, playing a mixed strategy distribution over all possible
strategies is an optimal response strategy, and hence the strategy configuration is a mixed-strategy equilibrium.
Case 2: min{c1 , pL1 } < b1 and min{cb11,pL1 } = min{cb22,pL2 }
In this case
 the mixed strategies simplify to:

for x ≤ 0

0
i

F1 (x) =

b2 x

pL2


1

+1−

min{c2 ,pL2 }
pL2

for x ∈ 0, min{cb22,pL2 }
for x >

min{c2 ,pL2 }
b2
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F2 (x) =




0

b1 x
 pL1

+1−

min{c1 ,pL1 }
pL1

for x ≤ 0

for x ∈ 0, min{cb11,pL1 }
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i

for x > min{cb11,pL1 }
Again the strategies are symmetric so it suffices to assume player 1 is playing
F1 and consider the best response of player 2.
– Again, if player 2 plays e2 = 0, her resulting payoff will be M2 −
min{c2 , pL2 }.

i

1

0, min{cb22,pL2 } , her resulting payoff will be


b2 x
2 ,pL2 }
M2 − b2 x − pL2 (1 − F1 (x)) = M2 − b2 x − pL2 min{c
− pL
=
pL2
2

– If player 2 plays e2 = x ∈

M2 − min{c2 , pL2 }.
– If player 2 were to play e2 = x >

min{c2 ,pL2 }
,
b2

her resulting payoff would

be M2 − b2 x − pL2 (1 − F1 (x)) = M2 − b2 x < M2 − b2 · min{cb22,pL2 } =
M − min{c2 , pL2 }.
We see that the first two options yield the same payoff, and the third option
yields a suboptimal payoff. Since response strategy for player 2 described by
F2 is a mixed strategy over pure strategies of only the first two forms, it is
a best response strategy. We see again in this case that the mixed strategy
configuration is a Nash equilibrium.
6.2 Proof of Theorem 3
Proof. Again Fi describes a valid mixed strategy for player i. Assume that player
1 is playing F1 and consider the utility of player 2’s response strategy.
– If player 2 were to play e2 = 0, she would reap M2 − min{c2 , pL2 }. (Note that
according to F2 she plays this strategy
with probability zero.)
i
1
– If player 2 plays e2 = x ∈ 0, pL
, her payoff is M2 − b2 x − pL2 (1 − F1 (x)) =
 b1

b2 x
b2 L1
M2 − b2 x − pL2 b1 L2 − pL2 = M2 − b2bL1 1 > M2 − b2 · min{cb22,pL2 } = M −

min{c2 , pL2 }.
– Finally, if player 2 were to play e2 = x >
1
M2 − b2 · pL
b1 .

pL1
b1 ,

her payoff would be M2 − b2 x <

1
We see that the optimal payoff player 2 can achieve is M2 − b2bpL
. She achieves
1

i
pL1
this utility exactly when she plays x ∈ 0, b1 ; and this is exactly the set of
strategies that she plays according to her mixed-strategy specification F2 .
Next assume that player 2 is playing F2 and consider the utility of player 1’s
response strategy.

– If player 1 plays e1 = 0, shereaps iM − pL1 .
1
– If player 1 plays e1 = x ∈ 0, pL
b1 , she reaps M1 − b1 x − pL1 (1 − F2 (x)) =


b1 x
M1 − b1 x − pL1 1 − pL
= M − pL1 .
1
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– Lastly, if player 1 plays e1 = x >
M1 − pL1 .

pL1
b1 ,

she reaps M1 − b1 x < M1 − b1 ·

pL1
b1

=

We see that player 1 maximizes her utility by playing any of the first two strategy
conditions, and this conforms to the prescription of F1 . So player 1 is playing an
optimal response strategy.
This completes the proof that this strategy configuration is a Nash equilibrium.
6.3 Proof of Theorem 4
Proof. First note that the parameter conditions imply that min{b1b,c11 ,pL1 } 6= 1
and hence c1 < min{pL1 , b1 }.
Suppose that there does exist a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium under these
parameter conditions. For i = 1, 2, let Xi be the set of pure strategies that occur
in player i’s mixed strategy; and let Fi be the cumulative distribution function
for ei in player i’s mixed strategy, defined so that Fi (x) = P r[ei < x]. Note that
each Fj in monotone non-decreasing and left-continuous.12
We next prove a sequence of lemmas that give more structure to the functions
Fj . Ultimately, these lemmas will result in a contradiction involving the behavior
of F2 near the point x = 0, demonstrating that functions satisfying the prescribed
properties cannot exist.
Lemma 1. There exists a real number β with 0 < β ≤ cb11 such that for each j,
Fj (β) = 1, but for every real number α < β, Fj (α) < 1.
Proof. The utility of player 1’s mixed strategy is at least M1 − c1 . Hence any
choice of e1 > cb11 is deterministically suboptimal. Let β be the least upper bound
on e1 in player 1’s mixed strategy. (More formally, we could define β to be the
maximum element in X1 ). Then β ≤ cb11 . Interpreting the definition of least upper
bound into the language of F1 , we also have F1 (α) < 1 for every α < β, and
F1 (γ) = 1 for every γ > β.
Now, player 2 must have elements in her mixed strategy that take e2 arbitrarily close to β from below. Otherwise, player 1 would have chosen an upper
bound lower than β to obtain a better utility. Thus we have F2 (α) < 1 for every α < β. Also player 2 cannot have any part of her mixed strategy include a
protection level strictly higher than β, for otherwise she would have preferred
to reduce this expenditure by a small amount to be closer to β and obtain an
improved utility. Thus F2 (γ) = 1 for every γ > β.
Next we see that player 1 cannot play the pure strategy e1 = β with positive
probability. Otherwise, the discontinuity of F1 at β would cause player 2 to
12

Note that our use of < as opposed to ≤ differs from the standard treatment of
cumulative distribution functions. Our notation yields left-continuous as opposed to
right continuous. The reason we use the formulation with < is that we need to know
when ei ≥ x; this is easily expressed algebraically in terms of the predicate ei < x,
but using ≤ would make it cumbersome.
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receive a strictly higher payoff from playing β +  (for sufficiently small ) than
from playing β − . This contradicts the presumed optimality of player 2’s mixed
strategy, which contains plays greater than β − for every  but no plays of β +.
Similarly F2 (β) = 1 by a completely analogous argument to the one above.
This completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 2. limx→0+ F2 (x) = 0
Proof. In words, this lemma says that player 2’s mixed strategy cannot contain
a pure strategy component of the form e2 = 0 with positive probability. To
see this, observe that the maximum benefit player 2 can achieve from playing
e2 = 0 is M2 −min{c2 , pL2 }. However, using the result from the previous lemma,
if player 2 were to play e2 = cb11 , she would fail to be the weakest target with
probability 1, and would thus receive a utility of M − b2 · cb11 . Since our parameter
conditions imply cb11 < min{cb22,pL2 } , we have M − b2 · cb11 > M − b2 · min{cb22,pL2 } =
M − min{c2 , pL2 }. Thus playing e2 = 0 is a suboptimal strategy for player 2.
I.e., limx→0+ F2 (x) = 0.
Lemma 3. For j 6= i, and for w, x ∈ Xj , we have Fj (w) = Fj (x) −

bi
pLi (x − w).

Proof. From the weakest target game definition, player j loses pLj whenever
0 < ej ≤ ei , and this happens with probability 1 − Fi (ej ). We see that for x > 0
and for j 6= i the utility of player j is directly related Fi via
Uj (x, 0) = Mj − bj x − pLj (1 − Fi (x)).
Now in a mixed strategy equilibrium all pure strategy components yield the
same utility, hence for each w, x ∈ Xi we have Ui (w) = Ui (x). By rewriting the
expression in terms of Fj , we obtain the result
Fj (w) = Fj (x) −

bi
(x − w).
pLi

Lemma 4. For j 6= i, and for w ∈ Xj , we have Fj (w) = 1 −

bi
pLi (β

− w).

Proof. Since each Fj is left continuous, we have limα→β− Fj (α) = Fj (β) = 1.
Let w ∈ Xj and let hαn in∈N be a sequence from Xj that converges to β. (Such a
sequence exists in Xj from the arguments given in Lemma 1.) Then from Lemma
bi
3 we have Fj (w) = Fj (αn ) − pL
(αn − w) for each n. Taking the limit of both
i
sides yields
bi
Fj (w) = 1 −
(β − w).
pLi
Lemma 5. For j 6= i, and for z ∈ (0, β), we have Fj (z) ≥ 1 −

bi
pLi (β

− z).

Proof. If z ∈
/ Xi , then we cannot use equality of utilities, but using Lemma 4
and the properties of Fj as a cumulative distribution, we have for z ∈ (0, β):
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Fj (z) = inf{Fj (w) : w ∈ Xj and w > z}


bi
= inf 1 − (β − w) : w ∈ X and w > z
Li
bi
≥1−
(β − z)
pLi
Finally, for the punchline,
Using Lemma 5, for every  ∈ (0, β) we have
b1
(β − )
pL1
b1
b1
=1+
−
β
pL1
pL1
b1 c1
>1−
·
pL1 b1
c1
=1−
pL1

F2 () ≥ 1 −

c1
> 0. This contradicts the conclusion
In particular, lim→0+ F2 () ≥ 1 − pL
1
of Lemma 2.
We conclude that no mixed strategy equilibrium can exist.

6.4 Proof of Theorem 5
Proof. Fi describes a valid mixed strategy for player i. Assume that all players
j 6= i are playing Fj and consider the best response of player i.
– If player i plays ei = 0, she
 reaps M − imin{c, pL}.
Q
– If player i plays ei = x ∈ 0, min{b,c,pL}
, her payoff is M − bx − pL · j6=i (1 −
b

 q
Q
N −1 min{c,pL}−bx
= M −bx−pL· min{c,pL}−bx
=
Fj (x)) = M −bx−pL· j6=i
pL
pL
M − min{c, pL}.
– Finally, if player i were to play ei = x > min{b,c,pL}
, then this is possible only
b
if min{b, c, pL} = min{c, pL}, and in this case, her payoff would be at most
M − bx < M − b · min{c,pL}
= M − min{c, pL}.
b
We see that the optimal payoff player i can achieve
pL}. She
h is M − min{c,
i
min{b,c,pL}
achieves this utility exactly when she plays x ∈ 0,
; and this is
b
exactly the set of strategies that she plays according to her mixed-strategy specification Fi .
6.5 Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. The algebraic part of the formula is derived as follows:
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Mi − min{ci , pLi } = Mi − bi x − pLi

Y
(1 − Fj (x))
j6=i

min{ci , pLi } − bi x Y
=
(1 − Fj (x))
pLi
j6=i

N
Y

N
Y
min{ck , pLk } − bk x
N −1
=
(1 − Fk (x))
pLk
k=1
k=1
QN min{ck ,pLk }−bk x
QN
N −1
k=1
pLk
k=1 (1 − Fk (x))
=

N −1
Q
N −1
min{ci ,pLi }−bi x
j6=i (1 − Fj (x))
pLi
QN min{ck ,pLk }−bk x
k=1



pLk

min{ci ,pLi }−bi x
pLi

N −1
N −1 = (1 − Fi (x))

v
u QN
u k=1
u
N −1
t

min{ck ,pLk }−bk x
pLk
N −1
min{ci ,pLi }−bi x
pLi

v
u QN
u k=1
N
−1
1− u
t

min{ck ,pLk }−bk x
pLk
N −1
min{ci ,pLi }−bi x
pLi

= (1 − Fi (x))

= Fi (x)
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